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The Other End of the Leash shares a revolutionary, new perspective on our relationship with dogs,

focusing on our behavior in comparison with that of dogs. An applied animal behaviorist and dog

trainer with more than twenty years experience, Dr. Patricia McConnell looks at humans as just

another interesting species, and muses about why we behave the way we do around our dogs, how

dogs might interpret our behavior, and how to interact with our dogs in ways that bring out the best

in our four-legged friends. After all, although humans and dogs share a remarkable relationship that

is unique in the animal world, we are still two entirely different species, each shaped by our

individual evolutionary heritage. Quite simply, humans are primates and dogs are canids (like

wolves, coyotes, and foxes). Since we each speak a different native tongue, a lot gets lost in the

translation.The Other End of the Leash demonstrates how even the slightest changes in your voice

and the way you stand can help your dog understand what you want. Once you start to think about

your own behavior from the perspective of your dog, youâ€™ll understand why much of what

appears to be doggy-disobedience is simply a case of miscommunication. Inside you will learnâ€¢

How to use your voice so that your dog is more likely to do what you ask.â€¢ Why â€œgetting

dominanceâ€• over your dog is a bad idea.â€¢ Why â€œrough and tumble primate playâ€• can lead to

troubleâ€“and how to play with your dog in ways that are fun and keep him out of trouble.â€¢ How

dogs and humans share personality typesâ€“and why most dogs want to live with benevolent

leaders rather than â€œalphawannabees!â€•In her own insightful, compelling style, Patricia

McConnell combines wonderful true stories about people and dogs with a new, accessible scientific

perspective on how they should behave around each other. This is a book that strives to help you

make the most of life with your dog, and to prevent problems that might arise in that most rewarding

of relationships.
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"The other end of the leash" is a book that could easily disappoint the purchaser if they did not know

what they were buying. This is not a book on the practicalities of how to train your dog. Ms

McConnell does not tell you how to make spot sit, down or fetch, or tell you how to teach him

competition obedience. It is also not a book on the theory of teaching dogs, or on fixing behavioural

problems. You will not hear about the benefits of positive reinforcement versus punishment in this

book, or learn how to stop your dog from chasing the postman.However, if you accept this book for

what it is, it is truly wonderful and quite unique. "The Other End of the Leash" is simply a informal

discussion on the similarities and differences between canine and human communication.

McConnell has studied human behaviour as well as dog behaviour, and has come to the conclusion

that many behaviours and verbal tones that seem friendly and natural to humans are aversive to our

canine companions.When used inappropriately, these human signals can trigger a fearful or

aggressive reaction in dogs. Less seriously, using inappropriate body language or vocal tone can

undermine our obedience work. When teaching a recall for example, signals that might seem

appropriate to a human (leaning forward, looking directly at the dog and barking a loud cheerful

"come!") can in fact inhibit the dog from approaching.This book also contains one of the most

sensible discussion of dominance that I have ever read. McConnell contends that dominance is a

much misused but still useful concept. She discusses the way that we can mistakenly give up our

"Alpha" status to our dogs by using the wrong body language, and explains the severe behavioural

problems that can be caused when we do this.
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